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Vision: towards sustainable academia

Venue: two locations

Structure: modeled on SHB workshop
The global conference model is unsustainable

Virtual conferences are a must for the future

Fully virtual conferences fail to develop community

New models are needed

LIMITS should lead the way
VENUE
Hold LIMITS 2020 in two locations \textit{at the same time}: Lancaster, Bristol (UK) and University of Southern California (USA).

Main sessions will be video conferenced:
8am-11am (Pacific Daylight Time)
4pm-7pm (British Summer Time)

Each site will hold local events outside of main sessions

Attendees can join at either location.
STRUCTURE
The value of LIMITS is in the community

Avoid the dilemma of the ICTD community (competing for technical papers with established venues)

Modeled on Workshop of Security and Human Behavior: Invited papers (shepherded) and presentations
Numerous local events